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CP2K Developers Meeting 

1. Current Development Efforts (all)
2. On-the-fly potentials (Martin Brehm)
3. GW and BSE for excitation energies (Max Graml)
4. Updates (Jan Wilhelm)
5. …
6. CP2K-HFX FPGA Update (PC2)
7. CP2K@CASUS (Frederick Stein)
8. Current Issues when running CP2K (all)
9. Feature Deprecation (all)

10. CP2K Release (all)
11. Open CP2K-Related Positions (all)
12. CP2K-related Events (all)



On-the-fly MLFF (Martin Brehm)

What are you currently working on or planning to work on?

- Jürg Hutter: there is overlap with a planned project 
- Thomas Kühne: i-pi protocol might be an alternative integration option
- Ole: pytorch interface













GW and BSE for excitation energies (Max Graml)

What are you currently working on or planning to work on?









Updates (Jan Wilhelm)

What are you currently working on or planning to work on?









Outliers in verification paper, e.g. for gold.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42254-023-00655-3

https://acwf-verification.materialscloud.org

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42254-023-00655-3
https://acwf-verification.materialscloud.org/


Outliers in verification paper: UZH Protocol



Outliers in verification paper: UZH Protocol

Similarly: Ba, Kr, (Ne), Pd, Rh, Rn, Ru, (Xe)



CP2K HFX with accelerators (PC2)

Electron repulsion integral engines:

- Intel FPGA (Xin Wu, Tobias Kenter)
- Xilinx FPGA (Zhenman Fang) and Xilinx AI Cores (Johannes Menzel)
- Nvidia GPUs (Marcello Puligheddu) 
- AMD GPUs (just started)

Ongoing: integration into CP2K (rewrite of HFX and load balancing)



Current Development Efforts

What are you currently working on or planning to work on?

❖ Importing a code for machine learning potential into CP2K (Alireza Ghasemi)
➢ Possible solutions?

■ Interface as a library?
■ Experience with previous case imported into CP2K?

➢ Compilation?
➢ Input files?





CP2K@CASUS

- Job offering as CP2K developer at CASUS
- deadline was in March 6
- still pending interview

- FFTW3+MPI:
- prepare PR for some refactoring
- in progress: switch to FFTW3 blocking scheme

- Performance Engineering (Andreas Knüpfer)
- Finite Temperature RPA



manual.cp2k.org

Input Reference

● Input descriptions support Latex-formulas, Markdown, and unicode incl. emoji.
● Special treatment for XC_SECTIONS.
● Highlighting of mentioned keywords ⭐.
● New precommit check for missing spaces in multi-line descriptions.

Methods Section

● Curated structure, see e.g. the section on X-Ray or HFX.
● Live preview for pull requests on GitHub.
● Most howtos have been moved over from Wiki to Github.
● Still missing: 

○ Older topics, e.g. Metadynamics
○ Overview pages that, e.g. Optical Spectroscopy 

https://manual.cp2k.org/trunk/CP2K_INPUT/FORCE_EVAL/DFT/XC/XC_FUNCTIONAL.html
https://manual.cp2k.org/trunk/methods/properties/x-ray/index.html
https://manual.cp2k.org/trunk/methods/dft/hartree-fock/index.html
https://manual.cp2k.org/trunk/methods/sampling/metadynamics.html
https://manual.cp2k.org/trunk/methods/properties/optical/index.html


Current Issues when Running CP2K

●



CP2K-Release



Open CP2K-Related Positions

- position in Jürg Hutters group
- position at CASUS: see slide CP2K@CASUS



CP2K-Related Events:

Plans: 

● Paderborn+CASUS/HZDR:
○ 3rd and 4th of April: “Post-DFT/HF methods for the condensed phase with CP2K”: ADMM, RI, 

RPA,... (workshop with talks, virtual)
■ https://events.uni-paderborn.de/e/cp2kpostdft

○ ~Q3/24: Gromacs & CP2K on QM/MM (school with tutorial, 3-4 days in person)
● UK computer centre ARCHER2 is running an online workshop on use of CP2K on the 8th April.

○ If anyone would like to contribute a short presentation (20-30 mins) ideally linked to a tutorial or example page it would be 
really appreciated. RPA, LS, excited state contributions would be particularly great.

○ mwatkins@lincoln.ac.uk if interested.

https://events.uni-paderborn.de/event/710/manage/
https://events.uni-paderborn.de/e/cp2kpostdft

